
Theme. Daniel’s theme is ability. That theme of being able, capable, effective,
productive, enough, bears two connotations. The first is that God is able. God can
do whatever he desires for us, which is always for our good. God has the authority,
position, and power to provide for every one of our needs. He lacks no ability. Yet
the theme’s second connotation is also important: God makes us able. As co-rulers
of creation with God, so appointed by God to work his garden to fruitfulness, we
have God-given ability. The quality of that ability is also significant to us. We are
not just able to barely survive. Rather, God has given us both the desire and means
to flourish and to draw others with us into flourishing. Daniel did not live a
subsistence life in exile. Daniel lived a good life in exile and promoted a good life
for others in exile. God is able, and God shares his ability with those who desire to
co-rule, to partner with him. Sovereignty is a related critical aspect of God’s ability.
God chooses to do precisely as he alone desires. No one controls God. The book
Daniel shows how God exercises his authority utterly on his own terms,
independent of earthly powers and figures.

Author. Daniel is the author of the prophetical book carrying his name. The
Babylonians exiled Daniel and his three friends Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego
in the first 605 B.C. wave of three waves of Judah’s deportations, the latter two
occurring in 597 and 586 B.C. Daniel and his friends were among the
more-fortunate deportees, young nobles selected for training in the capitol Babylon
to aid its empire. Daniel remained in Babylon for the entire seventy years of Judah’s
captivity there, even after other exiles returned to Jerusalem. In his book, Daniel
records events covering the span of his exile, from his first experiences impressing
the Babylonian officials and leaders, to his miraculous rescue by God late in his life.
Daniel did in fact impress the highest Babylonian officials, ascending to one of the
three administrative positions directly below the Babylonian king. Daniel’s access
to and influence over the Babylonian leaders is further evidence of his high
character and godly spirit. Daniel is one of very few biblical figures to have an
entirely favorable portrait, another reason why readers like the book Daniel.

Context. The prior paragraphs outline the historical and spiritual contexts for
Daniel’s remarkable book, a popular book among both new and experienced
readers. The historical context is that both the northern kingdom Israel and southern
kingdom Judah were in exile when Daniel wrote his book, meaning that he
prophesied and led for the exiles’ survival and hope for restoration. The spiritual
context involved reminders of the reason for exile, exile’s goal, and God’s ability,
indeed his desire, to restore from exile. The canonical context for Daniel’s book,
written from exile, is that it follows another book from exile, Ezekiel. Isaiah,
Jeremiah, and Lamentations address the decline toward, cause for, and event of



exile. By contrast, Ezekiel and Daniel give the reader the exiles’ perspective or,
more to the point, a message for those of us in exile. Daniel is also the last of the
books of the major prophets, firmly establishing the prophet’s position and
prophetic structure. Prophecy has a role, not simply to predict, but instead to point
people back to God.

Structure. Daniel’s prophetic book has a two-part structure helpful to its
encouragement and vision goals. That structure begins, in the book’s first six
chapters, with a historical account of the exiles’ survival in their challenging foreign
land. The exiles must first impress the Babylonian leadership with their reliability
and then navigate Babylonian culture in their daily lives. Those two objectives
serve one another. Daniel’s first six chapters record how he and the other exiles
managed to accomplish both objectives, his record itself an encouragement to other
exiles. The second part of Daniel’s book records four visions of the near and
long-term future. An exiled people must have a vision if they are to remain a people
in exile rather than let their captors subsume their identity and thereby extinguish
the people. Daniel’s prophetic visions lift the exiled Israelites so far above their
difficult circumstances as to help them carry on even in the absence of evidence for
hope of restoration. The symbolic nature of Daniel’s visions enabled the exiles to
interpret them as they needed and wished, and as Daniel intended, without
offending their captors. The long view of Daniel’s vision reminded the Israelites
that they kept an eternal promise, one that no circumstance, not even exile, could
breach. The book effectively mixes detailed personal history with compelling
prophetic vision, adding significantly to the book’s power and impact.

Key Events. Daniel’s book, as short as it is, fills with memorable events, which
may be a large part of the reason for its popularity. The book begins with the arrival
of Daniel and his three friends in Babylon, their training adjusted peculiarly to their
Hebrew custom, and their swift elevation in service to the king who, the text tells
us, found them ten times better than the kingdom’s own officials. Daniel, through
God, then interprets king Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, when none of the king’s own
officials could, giving Daniel a high place in the king’s court. Chapter three turns
the narrative to Daniel’s friends, who refuse to bow to worship the king’s golden
image, in consequence of which the king has them thrown in a raging furnace. The
friends, though, come out of the furnace unscathed, without even smell of smoke,
aided by a mysterious fourth figure, causing the king to honor God while elevating
and protecting Daniel’s three friends. Nebuchadnezzar then has another dream,
which Daniel once again correctly interprets. A successor king Belshazzar fares less
well when he calls Daniel to interpret mysterious writing on a great banquet’s wall,
in God’s judgment of the arrogant Belshazzar. Darius the Mede succeeds



Belshazzar, just as Daniel had foreseen, but Darius’s officials trick Darius into
throwing Daniel into a lion’s den for refusing to honor a decree. God closes the
lions’ mouths, though, so that Darius can remove Daniel to cast his enemy officials
into the lions’ mouths. The rest of Daniel’s book concludes with his four visions of
beasts, a goat, sevens, and Israel’s future in the end times. Daniel is indeed a
fast-moving, powerful, and remarkable read.

Key Locations. Babylon, where the entirety of the book’s narrative unfolds other
than its first few sentences mentioning the exile, is Daniel’s geographic and spiritual
focus. Babylon was a polytheistic society, worshipping many gods including its
kings, who borrowed an aspect of divinity or claimed divinity’s approval.
Babylonians would expect to bow not just in obeisance to kings but also in their
worship. One sees throughout the book how Babylonia’s polytheism challenged
Daniel and his Hebrew friends, who to honor God could not worship other
Babylonian deities, certainly not Babylon’s king. They could and did serve
honorably, in obedience to kingly authority, but they could not admit and must
instead deny that anyone or anything other than God could be their deity. God
protected Daniel and his friends in miraculous fashion, even as God’s Spirit
informed Daniel and his friends in how to serve the Babylonians while reducing and
resolving the cultural and spiritual conflicts without dishonoring God. Faithful
readers today can certainly learn lessons from Daniel in how to be respected and
effective in secular positions while holding fast to one’s faith.

Revelation of Christ. Daniel wrote his book in ways that his Jewish audience,
specifically those Jews in exile, would especially understand and appreciate. All
Bible books anticipate Christ, but Daniel may be somewhat less messianic in its
details and perspective. Modern readers see Christ in specific references within
Daniel, like Daniel’s description of the mysterious fourth figure in the furnace,
looking “like a son of the gods,” as the amazed Nebuchadnezzar exclaimed,
recorded in Daniel 3:25. It would not be wrong to do so, whether Daniel intended
the figure’s participation in saving his friends to witness to the coming Messiah or
not. Daniel 7:13-14’s vision of a “son of man” approaching the Ancient of Days to
receive all glory, authority, and power, for all nations and people to worship, is a far
clearer messianic depiction. Daniel 7:27 similarly prophesies the Most High
reigning over an everlasting kingdom, while worshiped and obeyed by all rulers,
again a messianic reference. And Daniel 12:2 prophesies multitudes rising from
death to eternal life in the end times, again a clear messianic vision. Daniel
anticipates Christ in broad strokes whether also in minor points or not. Daniel is not
merely a book of moral lessons. It also carries and conveys Christ’s spiritual life.



Application. Daniel’s clear application has to do with how to live godly in a
materialistic, political, and polytheistic world. Daniel’s preference not to train on
the king’s food is prime example. Daniel’s reluctance may not have had to do with
food as much as with reliance. Daniel and his friends would grow healthy, fit, and
wise not by dining from the king’s table but from facing and honoring God. Daniel
also teaches, though, to give one’s best in service to others, even when the service
does not relate directly to spiritual matters. God receives honor when the nation,
state, or community rises under the service of godly leaders and citizens, even when
they are subordinates or in the minority. Daniel several times shows directly, how
the natural witness of the lives of Daniel and his friends made non-believing kings
and officials respect if not honor and glorify God. Daniel also teaches that while
navigating secular politics adroitly, a believer must not engage in practices that
suggest the believer’s sacrifice of belief. Do as the world demands of you, unless
and until the world demands what God prohibits. Then, honor God at all cost, and
he will save you against the world’s threats. God can draw us out of every situation
smelling like a rose, even when our circumstances look like fiery furnaces. Daniel is
a most-remarkable book from which to draw most-timely lessons.

Memory Verses. 2:44: [T]he God of heaven will set up a kingdom that will never
be destroyed, nor will it be left to another people. It will crush all those kingdoms
and bring them to an end, but it will itself endure forever. 4:5: I had a dream that
made me afraid. As I was lying in bed, the images and visions that passed through
my mind terrified me. 7:9: As I looked, thrones were set in place, and the Ancient of
Days took his seat. His clothing was as white as snow; the hair of his head was
white like wool. His throne was flaming with fire, and its wheels were all ablaze.
7:13: “In my vision at night I looked, and there before me was one like a son of
man, coming with the clouds of heaven. He approached the Ancient of Days and
was led into his presence.” 12:2: Multitudes who sleep in the dust of the earth will
awake: some to everlasting life, others to shame and everlasting contempt. 12:3:
Those who are wise will shine like the brightness of the heavens, and those who
lead many to righteousness, like the stars for ever and ever.


